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Well the weather has continued to be kind to us and the bees
have been flying regularly bringing in plenty of pollen, so
clearly there are indications that the Queens are laying. It’s
therefore essential that your colonies do not starve at this
time of year before there are adequate supplies of nectar are
available. Don’t forget to heft!
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Down at the apiary we’ve been busy and some of the team
have constructed some new stands which will mean a little
less bending. They’ve been made using wood from
deconstructed pallets: so really its ‘stands for free’! We do
need some more to be made but that will be left until next
winter as there are jobs to which we have to progress before
the season really starts to get underway.
The crocuses we planted a couple of years ago duly bloomed
and as soon as they appeared we put down wire netting to
stop them being eaten by the deer that frequent the area. It’s
seems to have done the trick although we do appear to have
lost some corms to mice.
We will shortly be taking a more detailed look at our colonies,
(weather /temperatures being suitable), with a view to
possibly merging smaller ones if needed.

Dates for your diary
Meetings start in mid- April
Please check website for
updates.
www.croydonbeekeepers.org.uk

Derek Read
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Chairman's chat
In New Zealand, the average number of hives per beekeeper is around one thousand. Most of the beekeeping is done by
vast commerical enterprises although there are many hobby beekeepers too.
We all know about manuka honey: NZ marketing has
certainly done a good job of telling us about it.
Manuka, and its relative canuka, are not glamorous
or rare plants, they are shrubs which can be found
growing all over the place. In fact from the sampling I
did, a lot of New Zealand honey tastes like it has
some manuka in it. Where I was in Rotorua, the heart
of the geothermic area, manuka was the only plant
that would grow in some areas due to the high levels
of acidity and minerals. What does manuka honey
taste like: well if it were a wine, I would describe it as
being ‘reminiscent of old leather desks’? If you go
into any tourist shop, you'll find a huge range of
expensive face and body creams: all of them advertise that they are made with manuka honey, propolis, beeswax, or
even bee venom; the most expensive jar of manuka honey was $280 (£164) for 250g.
However there's much more to the honey story: if you go to any supermarket, you don't find a row of squeezy bottles
full of honey like our ‘product of EU and non-EU countries’. All the honeys come from named NZ producers and there
are many single floral choices such as borage, clover, rata, rewarewa. On some of the volcanic plains, there was much
heather in evidence but this, as a non-native, is considered a weed! As you travel the vast miles around the country, you
often see apiaries of 20 or so hives, each box painted a pastel colour: trucks loaded up with colourful supers ready for
extraction are a common sight.
I spoke to one ‘hobby’ beekeeper; she told me about the ‘tutin test’. Bees feeding on honeydew, produced by sapsucking vine hopper insects on the tutu plant, can produce honey with harmful levels of tutin. All beekeepers have to
submit a sample of each batch of honey for official testing at a cost of around £50. She also mentioned having to deal
with “this new varroa thing”. She started beekeeping three years ago and is already up to 30 hives which she keeps one
hour's drive away. It sounded like she is already on her way to her own one thousand hives.
Bob Barnes

News from the Apiary – March
Signs of Spring are well underway and in most hives the workers have been
flying on sunny days since January; it is always a lovely feeling when bags of
pollen are seen being taken into the hive - a sign that the queen is in lay. March
however is a very critical month for colonies: the winter bees are coming to the
end of their lives (they have a completely different physiology to the summer
bees), to be replaced by newly hatching brood: populations are at their lowest
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levels at this time of the year. Virus diseases (mostly transmitted by varroa) take their toll by reducing the
longevity of the winter workers and (with fewer workers) the maintenance of the cluster temperature
becomes more difficult which in turn limits the laying of the queen: fewer emerging
brood can cause clusters to reduce to the point where they are no longer viable.1]
Note the ‘adult population’ data for March /April in the chart below.

Temperatures at the apiary have been too low to date to do anything other than to have quick looks under
cover boards and to check stores (hefting); we have had odd days where temperatures have reached 12 deg C.
‘Varroa drop’ numbers are low, but that is to be expected as these will naturally rise as colony sizes increase
later in the season – we will be keeping a close eye on this.
1]As beekeepers we try to reduce winter losses by keeping on top of the varroa and merging small colonies
whenever needed; even so, average UK winter losses (abnormal spring conditions excepted) are reckoned to
be at least 10-15%. It is the cold and dry winter conditions which are generally considered to favour winter
survival.

Apiary Drone

Our local agent for Thorne Beehives Ltd is:
Richard Palmer tel: 020 8679 0401 or email palmersbees@gmail.com
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